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Abstract—The research aims to know the impact of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics education on both creative thinking and mathematical achievement. To achieve it, the two researchers followed the quasi-experimental approach with an experimental design for two groups, one experimental
and the other a control. The research sample consisted of (32) female students
from the fourth scientific grade in Al-Intisar Preparatory School for Girls/ AlRasafa, First Directorate. The sample was chosen intentionally and was divided
into two groups: a control group studying by the traditional method, their number
(16), and an experimental group that applied the STEM approach, their number
also (16). There was parity between the two research groups in the variables
(chronological age, previous achievement in mathematics, innovative thinking).
The research tools consist of testing innovative thinking skills (fluency, flexibility, originality, relationships) and achievement tests. The research experiment
was applied before and after. To test the validity of the hypotheses, data were
collected and then statistically analyzed using appropriate statistical methods.
The results of the research found that there were statistically significant differences in both the tests of innovative thinking and mathematical achievement in
favor of the experimental group that studied according to the STEM approach,
and in light of the results, the researchers recommended several recommendations and suggestions.
Keywords—STEM Introduction, Innovative Thinking, Mathematical Achievement

1

Introduction

Learning mathematics is one of the most important pillars of the teaching and learning process, especially in the current era in which mathematics has intertwined with the
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world of computing and programming[1, 2]. It has increased its importance and the
importance of learning it, with the constant complaint of students about learning that
subject, and their low mathematical achievement. It was imperative to seek modern and
effective methods and approaches for teaching mathematics. Among these approaches,
the Integrated Introduction to Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics, and
its abbreviation (STEM). Where teaching by the (STEM) entrance works on the integration between the information acquired within mathematics as a central subject with
other subjects, namely science, technology, engineering[3]. It creates an integrated
knowledge that enables the student to understand mathematics more easily, helps him
in solving mathematical problems, and designing innovative products in mathematics
classes, where the numbers enter Mathematics and calculations and mathematical relations in the aforementioned subjects, thus mathematics is a starting point for students'
learning and expanding their knowledge in the four disciplines, starting with. Within
the scope of methods and curricula for teaching mathematics, many types of research
and studies have been conducted to identify the importance of the STEM approach, its
impact on mathematics learning and achievement[4]. Where it proved that the entrance
has a positive effect on the achievement of science, mathematics, the development of
thinking skills in general, including, for example, mathematical thinking, some creative
thinking skills, conceptual comprehension, and life skills[5-10]. The mathematics in
textbooks that students learn; is far from what students need in terms of mathematical
knowledge in other subjects such as science[11]; because mathematics is the subject of
the mind and thinking, the development of thinking skills, especially innovative thinking, is necessary to study mathematics, despite this, many studies have shown that there
is a decline in the levels of innovative thinking among students, and accordingly, we
need what helps the development of this thinking since the STEM approach is primarily
based on research, investigation, experiment, innovation, it will surely help students
develop their innovative thinking skills. In addition to what studies have proven, the
two researchers see, based on their experience, that there is an urgent need to change a
teaching entrance that helps the teacher and the student in teaching mathematics, attracts students, links between life and its problems, by using principles, theories, laws
of mathematics, which is expected to happen with the application of the STEM entrance[12]. The research derives its theoretical importance from its uniqueness applying
the STEM approach to two variables at the same time, which are innovative thinking,
mathematical achievement[13-15]. The STEM approach is a topic despite its importance, but it did not meet the attention it deserves, then the research will help enrich
the educational library and open horizons for the application of modern teaching approaches. Also, the research reflects the newly applied integrated teaching methods and
approaches internationally by presenting an overview of the STEM approach[16]. As
for its practical importance, it is derived from the fact that it is field research that applies
to teach according to the STEM approach, contributes to drawing the attention of those
in charge of the educational process, whether they are curriculum designers, educators,
teachers, to follow modern approaches, especially integrative ones. Research tools such
as a test to measure the mathematical achievement of fourth-grade students and another
to measure innovative thinking in future educational research may be used. The research provides a booklet for the teacher with lessons designed according to the STEM
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approach, and it represents a guide for him to develop more lesson plans in mathematics
in the light of this entry[17-19]. At last, but not least, the research provides instructional
plans and activities designed according to the STEM approach that may help mathematics and science teachers later in facilitating the teaching of some mathematical and
scientific concepts and principles.
1.1

The research hypothesis and the most important terminology

1. There are no statistically significant differences at the level of significance (0.05)
between the mean scores of the experimental group that studied by applying the
STEM approach and the control group that studied in the usual way in the innovative
thinking test of scientific fourth-grade students.
2. There are no statistically significant differences at the level of significance (0.05)
between the mean scores of the experimental group that studied by applying the
STEM entrance and the control group that studied in the usual way in the mathematics achievement test of fourth-grade scientific students.
Search terms: The Integrative Entrance (STEM) is defined as short letters for the
four fields of knowledge that are taught to students in schools, and the endowment of
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics, which are subjects that need to be
learned to integrate, the entrance needs environmental equipment that resembles realworld environments, which helps them connect theoretical knowledge with real-life. It
is also defined as an interdisciplinary integrative approach based on the theory of integration between knowledge. It begins with training in investigation, research, and experience; ends with innovation, design processes, and an innovative product[20]. The
STEM approach is known in the current research as one of the teaching approaches and
based on an integrative approach that works on teaching the four subjects sciences,
technology, engineering, engineering, mathematics in a coherent manner, which relies
on activities, experimentation to access information. Innovative thinking is defined as
a type of divergent thinking that involves recalling previous ideas, making new cognitive links, expanding knowledge, introducing distinct, innovative ideas, meaning that it
is a mental interaction that generates new ideas and results. It is also defined as a purposeful and complex mental activity with strong direction from the desire to seek original solutions or outputs that were not present or known before that. The current research defines innovative thinking as complex processes carried out by the individual's
mind in order to solve a problem, it searches and investigates and generates many original ideas, which often vary with the diversity of the situation and are distinguished by
originality and creativity. Achievement in mathematics, first of all, Academic achievement is defined as the amount that the student obtains in terms of knowledge, information, or skills, and his level of achievement is reflected in his answers to the test
prepared to measure this achievement. Achievement in mathematics is also defined as
the extent to which students acquire the skills and knowledge aimed at the educational
process through the objectives of the educational lesson, by employing those skills and
knowledge to solve mathematical problems of mathematics[21, 22, 14]. It is defined in
the current research as the amount of information that a student acquires in mathematics
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in a specific period of study that may reach a full academic year, it includes the theories,
principles, laws, the various relationships included in the content of the subject and is
usually measured by an achievement test.

2

Literature Review

2.1

STEM entrance to Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics

STEM Education has become a top priority for reforming educational processes that
adopt integration between academic subjects, as the cries have risen for this over the
past two decades, while the STEM approach has proven its effectiveness after its application, especially in the United States of America in particular[23]. Therefore, at the
beginning of the discussion about the integrated STEM entrance, we must know what
this entrance is, it reflects the first letters of the four words; science, technology, engineering, and mathematics, it is a pedagogical approach that seeks to integrate teaching
and learning of the four fields, it needs environments equipped for this purpose, where
students practice activities, research projects, workshops, etc. It motivates students and
makes learning an enjoyment that pushes students towards reaching a more comprehensive and coherent knowledge and distances them from the usual deaf memorization
[24, 25]. So it is an educational or teaching approach based on the principle of integration between the fields of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics so that
they are taught coherently [26, 27]. It is a student-centered approach for learning that
integrates science and mathematics and it is an interdisciplinary curriculum in which
those disciplines are taught in an interdisciplinary manner and are not bound by a specific discipline with an emphasis on innovation and problem-solving processes using
modern technological tools [28, 29]. It is an entrance to education, in which the natural
sciences, engineering, mathematics interact through experimental educational tools and
experiments, in which the learner designs products within projects that help him to employ and develop concepts through higher mental skills [30-32]. From the above, the
concept of STEM can be summarized as an integral approach for teaching mathematics,
science, technology, engineering, as if it were one large discipline that interacts and
exchange contents, experiences, and applications with each other, starting with research, thinking and ending with creativity, innovation. We find many names terms in
educational literature for it, it is considered an approach, an entrance, or a curriculum.
Global trends have emerged towards the application of teaching using the integrated
STEM approach based on educational requirements, and this is due to the apparent decline in the level of students in the four subjects, in the different stages of education,
and their aversion to mathematics, science for their inability to relate it to reality and
represent their education empirically. In addition, societies need to train individuals in
more than one scientific field [33, 34]. There are socio-economic requirements, as the
need for employees with many practical and technical skills appeared, which necessitated attention to experiments and practical applications of school materials to face the
competitive labor market[35]. The importance of the STEM entrance for teaching mathematics is obvious; the relationship between this entrance and teaching mathematics is
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clear, its letters bear the letter M, which means mathematics. It is a proposed entry for
teaching four subjects, including engineering, mathematics, [36, 37] mentions that the
entrance to science, technology, engineering, mathematics can leap teaching, learning
mathematics at all school levels, because it enables the learner to develop his skills in
mathematics in order to reach creativity, outstanding performance , it helps to develop
mathematical conceptual understanding through both types of collective, individual
learning, including solving problems, numerical sense, using appropriate tools, conducting operations Modeling, simulations, mathematical representations, application of
mathematical skills, concepts, interconnections, etc. The National Council of Mathematics Teachers (NCTM) also notes that the importance of the STEM teaching approach in mathematics is due to the fact that it gives mathematics the real meaning
within the conduct of engineering designs and problem-solving, and it helps students
develop thinking skills and link mathematical skills and applications with their lives
[38].The role of the teacher and the learner in applying the STEM approach[39]; as
below:
Table 1.
The role of the teacher
Creating an environment for active and effective learning by directing students and guiding
them towards positive participation in learning
and activities
Realizing students ’characteristics and taking
into account their differences
Entrance
STEM
Integrative

The role of the learner
Active and positive participation in the
learning process and activities

Finding positive solutions to specific situations and problems
Producing new knowledge within the
Designing the teaching process in line with
available knowledge within the scope of
their preparations
knowledge integration
Collaborate with peers and communicate
Encouraging students towards meaningful
with them positively, and work effectively
learning
within a team
Involve students in brainstorming and thinking Discovery, investigation, research, and
training sessions
planning for implementation
Raising the self-motivation of the learner to- Evaluation and amendment under the
wards participation and learning
feedback
To develop himself professionally in the four Flexibility with others and accept opinions
disciplines as much as possible
and discussions with scientific evidence

The relationship between teaching with the STEM approach and mathematics and
the real change in teaching and learning of the subject emerges from the three axes on
which the entry is based, which is changing the visions related to teaching mathematics,
science; so that the teaching of mathematics, school science matches the reality of these
two subjects, where the failure to present knowledge in the form of real experiences is
not reinforced. Questioning, exploring, or not contributing to the understanding of those
scientific materials or not deepening the understanding of human experiences is one of
the most prominent problems in mathematics and science education. STEM changes
the methods of teaching mathematics and school sciences, as students are fully immersed in scientific knowledge, skills, and mental habits, as students search for infor-
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mation for themselves, provide creative solutions to problems and think of sound scientific thinking. It also plays a role in changing the visions and goals of education, so
that it becomes aimed towards achieving the comprehension of mathematics and science and their applications by all individuals, and not only for a class of elite[40-44].
2.2

Innovative thinking

Scientists differed among themselves on a unified definition of innovative thinking
due to the multiplicity of schools of thought of researchers as well as their scientific
interests. The word “creativity” is originally a word derived from the Latin “creare”
meaning creating or inventing something, so innovation here is meant to produce something new that was not produced before that. It is an intellectual activity in which the
student becomes sensitive to problems, able to identify the deficiencies, gaps of information with the ability to formulate questions, formulate hypotheses about those problems, and test the validity of solutions so that he can reach original solutions that are
not repeated, thinking characterized by the emergence of abundant, varied, new, original ideas[45-48]. The research relies on innovative thinking skills appropriate to mathematics, developed by Glyphord and Torrance, namely:
1. Fluency: It is the ability to generate the largest number of ideas, with those ideas
related to the topic, and these ideas may be represented in the form of terms, expressions, or drawings[49, 50].
2. Flexibility: It is the ability to produce ideas in a rapid and varied manner as the
individual changes his thinking orientations in a way that suits the situation or the
problem at hand and according to the influences as these influences are characterized by a variable nature[51, 52].
3. Originality: It is the use of thinking in an unusual way, the response that is not
familiar and unique, in which ideas flow in a free way to obtain many ideas in a
short period [53].
4. Relationships: It means the student's ability to create relationships between what
he learns, it usually defines similarity, symmetry, and difference[54].
Innovative thinking is the most prominent goal in the principles of the integrated
STEM approach; as among the objectives of this approach is to seek to provide students
with skills, the most important of which are science skills, mathematical skills, investigation skills, creative problem-solving, technological, programming skills, and higher
thinking skills, on top of which is innovative (creative thinking), with the students' use
of logical reasoning in creativity processes [55, 56].
2.3

Achievement in mathematics

Achievement considered as the ability of the learners to understand, assimilate the
study materials and their contents through the learner's perception of the relationships
between the information included in the contents of the course, the facts and concepts
that he extracts from them that will be subsequently reflected on his performance in the
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tests that measure this, whether they are written or oral tests, at any time determined for
their conduct. As for mathematics achievement, it is the results of what students learn
from the elements of mathematics, it is considered an indicator of the success of one of
the teaching strategy that was followed in learning, in a certain period and is usually
measured by an achievement test prepared for this purpose [57, 58]. Some factors affect
students ’academic achievement, such as ways of thinking, habits of mind, motivation,
self-concept, in addition to dealing with information, obtaining it, making decisions
about it, and these factors may be affected by external factors that contribute to its development, including teaching methods and strategies for developing these Aspects[59]. The researchers add that measuring academic achievement determines the
success of teaching methods, the effectiveness of the teaching strategies used in the
teaching process, the positive impact of the teaching approaches used, the success and
distinction of the teacher, the success of the educational and school system as a whole.

3

Research Methodology and Procedures

The research was based on the quasi-experimental method. The research design was
experimental from two groups, one of them is control and the other is experimental, as
shown in Table (1). The research community identified fourth-grade scientific students
in the Al-Intisar Girls' Preparatory School in the First Rusafa District. The research
sample was chosen intentionally, as it was represented by a group of students of the
fourth scientific grade in Al-Intisar Preparatory School for Girls, numbering (32) students, it was divided into two groups, the control, which studied in the traditional way
numbered (16), the experimental one that studied using the STEM entrance, their number (16) students also. As for the procedures for controlling parity of the research sample, the two research groups were rewarded with several variables (previous knowledge,
chronological age, previous achievement in mathematics, innovative thinking test).
These variables were determined by obtaining information on chronological age, previous achievement in mathematics from records. As for the previous knowledge, the
students ’grades were obtained after testing them, examining their answers, determining
the grades of each of them. When a comparison is made between the mean scores of
the experimental and control research groups using the t-test for two independent samples, it was found that the calculated t value is less than the tabular value of the variables, which means that the two groups are equivalent to the mentioned variables.
Table 2. The experimental design of the research
Groups
The experimental group
The control group

Previous application
The pre-application for
the mathematical
achievement test and the
innovative thinking test

The experience
Teaching using a STEM
entrance
Teaching by the
traditional way

Post application
Post application of
mathematical thinking
test, logical.

The research tools are taught booklet using STEM integrative science, technology,
engineering, mathematics, achievement test in mathematics (in the second semester of
the fourth-grade mathematics science book, equations, and inequalities), innovative
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thinking test. The preparation of the research tools required analyzing the content of the
second semester to determine the elements of the mathematical content that it includes,
as well as preparing a table of specifications for the objectives of the teaching unit.
Preparing a form for content analysis consisting of a table containing the unit’s topics
and their skills, concepts, generalizations, and laws. To ensure the validity of the analysis, the analysis form was presented with a copy of the prescribed chapter of the book
to several arbitrators with experience and competence in measurement and evaluation,
in methods of teaching mathematics, the analysis was adopted in the light of the opinions of the referees. Then finding the stability of the analysis through unit analysis, then
repeat the analysis after three weeks, where the Holste equation was used to calculate
the reliability coefficient, the test reliability values were high, indicating the reliability
of the analysis.
3.1

Set up search tools

1. To prepare a teaching booklet by applying the STEM entrance, the important
objectives were defined in the second chapter (equations and inequalities), analyzing the unit content, reviewing the literature and previous studies to benefit from
them. The guide included the educational and philosophical foundations on which
the STEM entrance is based, a list of the lessons included in the unit, the teaching
aids, and tools used, the time plan needed to implement the unit, instructions for the
teacher, the second-semester lesson plan in the book (equations and inequalities)
according to the entry. The guide was presented to a group of experts specializing
in curricula and methods of teaching mathematics to obtain their opinions, suggestions, and observations. The researchers have reached the final proof based on the
opinions of experts.
2. Achievement test: The test aims to measure the mathematical achievement of the
fourth-grade students of the experimental group that studied according to the STEM
entrance, the control group that studied according to the usual method. After reviewing the previous studies related to the subject of this research, especially those
that included tests as a tool for them, the achievement test was prepared to measure
students ’achievement of concepts, theories, laws, and mathematical skills contained in the second chapter (Equations and inequalities) in my fourth-grade mathematics textbook. Research before applying the experiment. The same test was also
adopted to be a post-test to measure achievement. By referring to the textbook for
the mathematics curriculum and the teacher's guide, extracting the main and subconcepts, by which the general and special goals are achieved, the second chapter
(equations and inequalities) was chosen, then a table of specifications was prepared
and the relative weights were determined based on the number of objectives specified in the course, a list of concepts and skills was drawn up. the mathematical principles that student’s study in the content of the chosen unit by designing a form that
contains unit lessons and educational objectives formulated in each lesson of the
unit with the classification of goals according to Bloom's classification then presented to the expert referees, where the total number of educational objectives became in its final form of the table of specifications. Objectives (40) goals and then
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drafting the test paragraphs so that they cover all the concepts, skills, principles
contained in the content of the book subject of the experiment. Since (40) questions
were formulated covering all the objectives, all the items of the test were in the form
of multiple choice. The test was presented in its preliminary form to some arbitrators
to verify the indications of the apparent validity of the test by using the validity of
the arbitrators, and the arbitrators were chosen from among those with experience,
and competence in the final measurement and evaluation, and the test methods were
taken. The test time was calculated by monitoring the time of each member of the
exploratory sample for the test necessary to complete the test completely, and then
calculating the average time for all, and it was found that the appropriate period for
completing the test is (60 minutes) that includes the duration of reading the instructions. The reliability of the test was calculated by relying on the Cronbach alpha
coefficient and the reliability coefficient was good.
3. The innovative thinking test: To prepare it in mathematics for the students of scientific fourth class the goal has been determined, which is to measure the innovative
thinking skills for them (before and after) that is, before the application of teaching
by the STEM entrance to the experimental group or the usual teaching of the control
group. After reviewing the relevant literature and research, a list of innovative thinking skills was proposed, appropriate to the age of students of scientific fourth class,
as well as suitable for measuring creative thinking in line with the subject of mathematics. Skills in fluency, flexibility, originality, and relationships. To formulate
the paragraphs, a style of essay questions with short answers was adopted, to measure students' ability of innovative thinking skills. It was taken into account when
formulating the age group of students, the comprehensiveness of the questions to
the content of the unit of study, and that the answers to the questions were short and
be open-ended, that is, they can bear more than one answer. For the validity of the
test, it was presented to a group of referees in the field of cognitive psychology;
methods of teaching mathematics to obtain their opinions on the suitability of the
test items for the research sample and the test, the paragraphs have been amended
in light of these opinions. The test was applied in its initial form to a group of fourthgrade scientific students in Al-Intisar Prep for Girls. The test reliability was calculated using Pearson's correlation coefficient, reaching (0.82), which indicates the
test's stability with a high degree. The appropriate time to answer the test was calculated through the exploratory experiment, as it was found that the appropriate time
to answer the test is approximately an hour, including reading the instructions. Students were given scores for each complete and correct answer of each of the test
questions, which are (21) questions, then calculating each answer that takes a path
equivalent to half the answer by one degree, as for answers that are completely out
of correctness, they are counted at zero, and accordingly, the total test score becomes (42) marks. It was the final image of the test.
4. To apply the research tools, there is the pre-application of the research tools,
namely the innovative thinking skills test and the mathematics achievement test, on
the selected research sample, taking into account the introduction of students to the
research tools. And the research experience, as the control group, was taught in the
usual and experimental way by applying the STEM entrance; in the classroom, with
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the help of the math teacher assigned to the class and his help with the guide prepared by the two researchers, the teaching period for the prescribed unit lasted five
weeks, then the post-application of the tests, as the prepared tests were applied again
to the students after applying the experiment.

4

Results and Discussion

4.1

Display search results

1. To test the validity of the first hypothesis of the research, verify it, the Innovative
Thinking test was applied in dimension to the two groups, and the value of (T) was
calculated to identify the significance of the differences between the experimental
and the control in the test, the T value was calculated to identify the significance of
the differences between the pre and post measurement of the experimental group in
the same test. Where it appears that there are statistically significant differences at
the level of significance (0.05) between the mean of the experimental scores that
were studied according to the STEM approach and the control in the post-measurement of the innovative thinking test in favor of the experimental group, as the calculated value was greater than the tabulated value, which means rejecting the hypothesis, which indicates The level of innovative thinking skills improved among
students of the fourth grade of scientific experimental personnel, for whom the
teaching was applied by applying the STEM approach, the degree of freedom, and
it becomes clear that the size of the effect is very large, according to Cohen's classification. This indicates that the independent variable STEM input has an effect on
the first dependent variable (innovative thinking) or has the effect of changing the
level of innovative thinking skills of the members of the experimental group for
research, and this is evident in Tables (2) and (3).
Table 3. The value of the (T) test and the level of statistical significance for the differences
between the experimental and control group in the innovative thinking test
Groups
Experimental
Control

No.

Mean

16
16

40.7
36

Standard t-Test
Deviation Tabular
7.19
7.09

2

t-Test
Calculated

Degree of Significance StatsignifiFreedom
Level
cance Level

4.42

84

0.05

Significant

Table 4. The magnitude of the impact of STEM on innovative thinking
Independent Variable
Teaching is according to
STEM

Dependent Variable
Innovative thinking

The value of d

Ƞ2

1.091

1.089

Effective size level
Very big

2. In order to test the validity of the second hypothesis for the research and verify it,
the mathematical achievement test was applied in dimension to the experimental
group and the control group, and the value of (t) was calculated to identify the significance of the differences between the experimental and control group in the
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achievement test, and the value of (t) was calculated to identify the significance of
the differences between the pre-measurement. And the posture for the second experimental group in the test and is illustrated in Table (4). Through it, it appears that
there are statistically significant differences at the level of significance (0.05) between the mean of the experimental scores that were studied according to the STEM
entrance and the control in the post-measurement of the achievement test in mathematics in favor of the experimental. As the calculated value of T is greater than the
tabular T value, which means that the hypothesis is rejected. This indicates an increase in the scientific achievement of fourth-grade students in mathematics among
the members of the experimental group, who were taught by following the integrated approach to science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM). The
results also indicate that there is a positive effect of teaching according to this approach on student achievement, to know the size of the effect, the formula for the
directed effect size complementing the statistical significance was applied in light
of the values of the (t) test, the degree of freedom, it was found that the size of the
effect is very large, according to Cohen's classification. This indicates that the independent variable STEM input has an effect on the second dependent variable (academic achievement in mathematics) or has an effect on raising levels of achievement (knowledge and understanding, application, recollection, higher thinking
skills) of the members of the experimental group for the research, as in the tables
below.
Table 5. The value of the (T) test and the level of statistical significance for the differences
between the experimental and control group in the innovative thinking test
Groups

No. Mean

Experimental 16
41
Control
16 32

Standard t-Test t-Test Cal- Degree of Significance StatsignifiDeviation Tabular culated
Freedom
Level
cance Level
6.97
1.95
3.89
81
0.05
Significant
6.1

Table 6. The magnitude of the effect of STEM on mathematical achievement
Independent Variable
Teaching is according to
STEM

4.2

Dependent Variable

Ƞ2

The value of d

Mathematical achievement

0.187

1.092

Effective size level
Very big

Interpretation of Results

1. The findings of the two researchers through the statistical treatment of the first hypothesis related to the effect of the STEM approach on innovative thinking among
students is evident from the non-acceptance of the hypothesis as it has been proven
that there are statistically significant differences between students in favor of the
experimental group, which indicates the effect of the positive approach on the development of innovative thinking skills among students and attributing That is because one of the teaching principles in the STEM entrance is the phrase (from think
to thing), which means transferring ideas into tangible products, a principle that
leaves no room for doubt that this approach is based on innovation, creativity, and
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then it encourages students to innovate, thus that students, while learning through
the integrated STEM entrance, connect the four fields of science, technology, engineering, mathematics in an atmosphere of generating new ideas, creating original
works that do not exist before, through experimentation, practical practice, which is
one of the innovative thinking skills. The strategies that are employed within the
STEM approach, including cooperative learning, brainstorming and others, are
strategies that work to involve students in the educational process, link experiences
with theories, principles, and laws of mathematics, all of which develop students'
innovative thinking skills, especially fluency, flexibility, and originality. As for the
skill of relationships, the STEM approach is one of the most appropriate approaches
to develop this skill, as it helps students to find the relationship between theoretical;
life matters; the relationship between subjects and some of them within the same
subject or across the four disciplines, the student must employ various relationships,
equations, so on. Within the learning of these materials, especially that the STEM
entrance deals with them as if they were one major specialty, which helps to develop
the skill of finding the relationship between symmetry, similarity, and others
2. Results related to the effect of the STEM approach on mathematical achievement:
It is evident from the results obtained through the statistical treatment of the second
hypothesis related to the effect of the STEM entrance on mathematical achievement
among students. The hypothesis is not accepted as it has been proven that there are
statistically significant differences Among female students for the benefit of the experimental group, which indicates the effect of the positive approach on raising the
level of achievement in mathematics among fourth-grade students of science, due
to the fact that the integrative nature of the STEM entrance increases students ’acquisition of mathematical concepts in a smooth, accessible manner, where students
see themselves, work with their hands in applying mathematics in other subjects
Science; for example; which leads to a high level of mathematical achievement for
them. The use of the STEM approach in teaching made learning mathematics meaningful learning in which the relationships, linkages between previous, new
knowledge are understood, which enhances students' comprehension and thus increases their academic achievement. Linking mathematics learning with other subjects, such as various technologies, science, engineering designs, creates an atmosphere of enthusiasm that attracts students to mathematics and improves their motivation to learn and then increases achievement. The STEM entrance transforms abstract mathematical concepts into concrete experiences, practices, and applications
so that the concepts take root in the minds of students and last for a longer period,
thus improving the level of mathematics achievement. The evaluation takes place
within the STEM entrance in several ways under the name of alternative evaluation,
such as achievement files and others, and the feedback provided to students within
the assessments is a reason for improving their performance and thus their academic
achievement. The fact that work and learning within projects in light of the STEM
integration approach in the form of work teams in which students exchange views,
ideas is one of the reasons for the survival of information and the stability of mathematics laws without the need for deaf memorization.
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5

Conclusion
1. The Entrance (STEM) has clear efficacy in developing students' innovative thinking skills.
2. The (STEM) approach works to raise students ’achievement in mathematics.
3. Teaching with the above approach creates an atmosphere of enthusiasm that attracts students to mathematics; improves their motivation for learning, creativity,
and innovation.
4. Mathematics books should contain attitudes, experiences, and activities that develop the creative skills of middle school students
5. Holding training programs for service teachers and student teachers to raise awareness of the entrance, its principles, and the teacher's role in it.
6. Conducting other future studies that study the effectiveness of the STEM approach
with the use of other variables such as sports communication, twenty-first-century
skills, and others.
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